K-12 English For Speakers of Other Languages

American Book Company
- Basics Made Easy: Grammar & Usage Review
- Basics Made Easy: Reading Review
- Basics Made Easy: Writing Review
- Dolch WordFlash Cards PLUS: Set 1
- Dolch WordFlash Cards PLUS: Set 2
- Projecting Success! Transparencies: Language Arts
- Science Flash Cards
- Science Flash Cards: Spanish/English Version
- Mathematics Flash Cards
- Middle School Science Flash Cards
- Middle School Science Flash Cards: Spanish/English Version

AutoSkill International
- Academy of READING
- Academy of READING Portfolio
- Academy of MATH
- Spanish Tutor

Ballard & Tighe
- Carousel of IDEAS (K-5)
- Champion of IDEAS (Grades 6-12)
- Creative IDEAS Activity Books and CDs 1-8
- The IDEAS Reader Series:
  - Yellow Level:
    - Jobs from A to Z
    - Will a Parrot Eat a Carrot?
    - Lost: One Dad!
  - Orange Level:
    - Cesar Chavez – Changing Lives
    - Martin Luther King, Jr. – Changing Lives
  - Blue Level:
    - Miss Millie and the Marbles
    - The Golden Rule
    - Six Dogs and a Police Officer

Creative Beats Audio CD and Lyric Sheets
Cengage Learning/Heinle
Milestones Introductory (Grades 6-12)
Milestones A (Grades 6-12)
Milestones B (Grades 6-12)
Milestones C (Grades 6-12)
Gateway to Science (Grades 9-12)

Failure Free Reading
Failure Free Reading Core Program

Hampton-Brown
Inside: Language, Literacy, and Content/Levels A-E (Grades 6-8)
Edge: Reading, Writing and Language/Fundamentals – Level C (Grades 9-12)

Imagine Learning
Imagine Learning/Level 1 (K-2)
Imagine Learning/Level 2 (Grades 3-6)

Oxford University Press
Let's Go Series (K-5)
The Oxford Picture Dictionary (Grades 4-12)

Pearson Education/Pearson Learning Group
Words Their Way™ Word Study in Action with English Learners (Levels 1, 2, 3, and 4)

Pearson Education/Pearson Longman
Longman Cornerstone (K-5)
Longman Keystone (Grades 6-12)

Perfection Learning
Reading Express (Grades 3-8)
Reading Express Intervention Book Sets (Grades 3-8)
Academic Language Notebooks: The Language of Math (Grades 3-5)
Principle Woods
IMPACT! Book 2 (Grades 9-12 Reading and ESOL)
IMPACT! Book 3 (Grades 9-12 Reading and ESOL)
IMPACT! Book 3i (Grades 6-8 ESOL)
IMPACT! Book 4.1 (Grades 6-12 Reading and ESOL)
IMPACT! Book 4.2 (Grades 9-12 Reading and ESOL)
IMPACT! Book 4i (Grades 6-8 ESOL)
IMPACT! Book 5.1 (Grades 6-12 Reading and ESOL)
IMPACT! Book 5.2 (Grades 9-12 Reading and ESOL)

Rigby/HMH Supplemental Publisher
On Our Way to English (K-5)

Rosetta Stone
Rosetta Stone Version 3 – English/Levels 1, 2, 3, 4, &5 (grades K-12)

Saddleback Educational Publishing
Read, Reflect, Respond, Books A, B, C, & D
Math for New Speakers of English
Basic English Grammar for English Language Learners
The Secret Science Behind Movie Stunts and Special Effects

Santillana USA
Santillana Spotlight On English (K-5)
Santillana Intensive English (Grades 6-8)
Elevator: Levels I, II, III and IV (Grades 6-12)

Scholastic/Education Group
SYSTEM 44 Upper Elementary (Grades 3-5)
SYSTEM 44 Secondary (Grades 6-12)

Scholastic/Classroom & Library Group
Guided Reading Program en español™
THE 10™
Nell K. Duke Presents Buzz About IT!™
Word Forward™
Tim Rasinski Presents Fabulously Famous Books for Building Fluency™
New Connections® to English (K-8)

Scientific Learning
Georgia Fast ForWord for ESOL (Grades 4-5)
Georgia Fast ForWord for ESOL (Grades 6-8)
Georgia Fast ForWord for ESOL (K-3)
Georgia Fast ForWord for ESOL (K-12)
**Sylvan Dell Publishing**
Sylvan Dell Science and Math Through Literature/ School Site License

**Winsor Learning**
Sunday System – Let’s Play Learn: Reading Readiness and Early Intervention
Sunday System 1: Beginning Reading and Intervention
Sunday System 2: Intermediate Reading and Intervention